
Federal Trade Commission 
CAN-SPAM A d  
Post Office Box 1030 
Memfteld. VA 221 16-1030 

To tfie Commissioners: 

Re: CAN-SPAM Act Wmking ,  P M J ~  No. R411008 

I applaud your etTorts to wrb the problem of unsolicited bulk email. However, I am concwned abwt the 
pcoposed requirement far merchants to maintain suppmsbn lists. Like many of the drug ads CHI 
television, it seems that the proposed cue could be worse than the disease. 

There are so many prublems and w d s  associated with this idea, and so rnuch damage done to 
consumers and businesses alike, that I fed I must urge you to consider this matter most carefully. 

Requimment of the use of suppression lists will seriously darnage many of the legitimate publications 
auailabte on the net. My speak o o n c ~ ~ n  is for harm to pubiishers who require permission from the 
m m w  prior to adding hem to any tist. 

T k f m  not wbo CAN-SPAM was d & s i d  to put out of business, but this requirement will very likely 
have that effed. 

There's also the potential for significant ham to consumers, because of the problem of properly 
W n g  their intent when they unsubscrib from a list. On top of &st, these suppression lists cwdd 
easily fat1 into the hands of spammers, leading to more spam instead of less. 

I was quite surprised at the potdal pFobiems this ruling could invdve, and urge you in h e  strongest 
possible terms lo reconsidw as implementation in light of these problems. 

John A. McCabe 
Nebraska, USA 



A n  Open Letter to the VC: 
Suppression Lists Will NOT Help 

To: The Federal Trade Commission 
Re: CAN-SPAM Act Rulemaking, Project No. R411008d 

Commissioners, 

The CAN-SPAM Act is an excellent start on legislation to get the problem of 
unsolicited bulk email under control. There are, however, some concerns about how 
certain parts of the Act will be implemented. 

The one that's most disturbing is the possibility of applying the practice of using 
merchant-specific suppression lists to the sending of solicited email. 

(In this document, the term "solic/ted emall" means that the 
reupient gave prior consent to tbe sendhg of the email, with 
conspicuous notice given concerning the nature of the content that 
would be delivered. ) 

In the simplest implementation of suppression lists, any time someone unsubscribes 
from a list upon receiving an email to that list which contains one or more mentions 
of products or services that are determined to be commercial in nature, the  address 
of that person must be sent to the rnerchan(s) invohed and added to their 
suppression list. 

Anyone referencing commercial products in a way that might be construed as 
. advertising must ensure that people on the merchants' lists do not receive the 

emails containing those references. 

There are a number of very serious problems with any such approach. They arise 
from the ways in which people use email very differently from other 
communications media, and the nature of email itself. 

I n  no particular order: 

I. It is, in most cases, impossible to know the intent of an individual when 
they send an unsubscribe request, beyond that they don't wish to receive 
further email from that list at that address at that moment. 

People unsubscribe from lists for a number of reasons. In rough order of Ilkelihood: 

.The content no ionger interests them. 
-They get too much mail from that specific list. 
*They get too much mail in general. 
*Something in that specific emall rubbed them the wrong way. 



eThey mistook the emait for something it wasn't. (Sparn or another publication 
are the most common.) 

eThey want t o  get that publication at a different address. 
.They're unsubscribing temporarily because of an extended vaation or other 

absence, and wish to  lower their ernail load while away.. 

There are other reasons, but these are the most common. 

Very few people expect that everything they receive with any publication will k of 
interest to them. They read atid use what is of interest, and ignore the rest. 

It is VERY uncommon for someone to unsubscribe from a !ist because of the mention of a 
specific pmduct or service. 

If each of those unsubscribe requests, regardless of reason, leads to the sender being put 
on the suppression list of one or more merchants, you end up with a lot of people who 
might be interested in the product being unable to hear about it from the publishers 
whose mail they still wish to receive. 

With products promoted by affiliate programs (the ones most likely to be affected by 
inaccurate application of suppression lists), this leads to an odd problem. 

Let's borrow a term from the engineering fields and call it "Cascade Failure." 

Consider: All other things being equal, the best products are likely to also be the most 
widely promoted. The more widely promoted a product is, the greater the merchant's 
exgosure to inaccurate additions to their suppression list. 

Every time their product is mentioned, every person who unsubscribes, regardless of 
their real reason, gets added to the suppresston k t .  This could have devastating Impact 
on their ability to  advertise in or be promoted by the owners of publications or lists 
specific to their market. 

If there are more than a few publications in that market, this could wipe out some of the 
merchant's most valuable distribution channels, all while achieving little or no benefit to 
the consumer, who probably has no objection to hearing about the product In the first 
place. 

Add in the fact that unsubscribes tend not to be traceable to one specific ernail, and the 
inevitable "Suppress 'em all and let God sort 'em out" approach (the only safe one, given 
this scenario), will result in wholesale destruction of affiliate marketing via solicited ernall. 

This benefits no-one, and does nothing to advance the purposes of the Act. 

2. It h often impossible to know which email in a series motivated the 
subscriber to leave the list. Most emait lists publish at least bi-weekly, if not weekly or 
more often. People don't read all of their list mail as it comes in, sometimes saving up 
many issues and reading them in batches. 

Because of this, and because of the systems of technical operation of most lists, the 
publisher has no idea which ads might have appeared in the emall they were reading 
when they decided to unsubscrlbe. 



3. Many unsubscribe requasits do not actually come from the person whose 
email address is in the request. 

Viruses grab addresses from v&us places on infected systems and Insert them 
randomly in the From: and To: fields of outgoing emails. Most publishers simply assume 
that any address in the From: field of an email sent to their unsubscribe address wishes 
to be removed from their list. It 's better than mistakenly leaving an address on the list 
belonging to someone who doesn't want to receive their mail. 

I f  the system automatically sends these addresses to the suppression list of the merchant 
mentioned in that message, even assuming that's trackable, a great many people will be 
added to the suppression list who never actually asked to be. 

I f  it's not trackable by message, one such virus-created email can result in the owner of 
the misused address being added to multiple suppression lists. 

This problem is compounded by the fact that people in specific markets tend to read the 
same or similar publications. They also tend to communicate with each other about 
related topics, so the addresses in any given addressbook or email program will tend to 
concentrate around one topic. 

Remember: Viruses don't just send one email per infected computer, 

It only takes a tiny percentage of the population of any market to place kwge 
percentages of that market on a lot of suppression lists without their knowiedge or 
approval. 

This adds substantially to the problem of "Cascade Failuren mentioned above. 

Again, bringing no benefit to anyone, and not advancing the purpases of the Act in any 
way. 

An additional problem relating to the misuse of addresses in unsubscribe requests, or 
direct emails to the merchant requesting addition to a suppression iist, is malicious 
forgery. 

It is a simple matter to  use automated systems to harvest emall addresses from topic- 
specific forums and web sites and send such requests without the knowledge or 
permission of the person who owns the address. 

People who participate actively in forums on a topic, or whose web sites discuss that 
topic, are also the most active buyers of products related to it. 

One person, armed with software that can be easily found online or created in a matter of 
a few hours, could devastate large sections of the market for a specific company's 
products or services. 

Again, no benefit to consumers and no furtherance of the  gwfs of the Act. 

4. There are huge problems of patential collateral damage with the way the 
various possible interpretations of suppression list usage intersect with the 
definitions of "commercial emailn under the Act. 

Many publishers, in order to avoid having their solicited mail trapped by inaccurate 
content filters, will send a note to their subscribers tetting them know that the current 



issue is ontine at their web site. 

Some will send the content via ernail, and later send a separate ernail letting people know 
it's been posted, in case it was blocked by such filters. With huge percentages of solicit& 
bulk email being blocked, this practice is growing rnore common a!! the time. 

If they also promote affiliate products on their sites, they could seem (or actually be) 
required to use the suppression lists of every merchant whose products they link to. 
Faiiure to do so cauld welt run them afoul of the suppression requirements. 

If this becomes the case, it will kill large segments of the email publishing industry. 
Specifically including those publishers who provide content that is valuable and useful 
even withaut the purchase of any of the products they advertise. 

When discussing this issue as it relates to mailers who send only to those who've given 
affirmative consent, this seems an undue prlce to pay, with little if any benefit to the 
consumer. 

5. There are significant technical challenges involvedin the urn of suppression 
lists by  mailers. They weigh much mare heavily on the small pubkher than the large 
commercial mallet-. 

Many, if not most, list hostlng services used by small- and mid-sized mailers do not use 
sohare  that supports this function. Software that does also increases the cost of 
malling. I f  the use of suppression lists becomes a legal necessity, it's likely that mailing 
houses that support them will also charge extra for their use. 

Add in the problem of large numbers of inaccurate and/or unintended requests for 
suppression descrikd above, and you have a squeeze play that will put a lot of these 
mailers out of business. It will simuttanwsly mean the loss of much of the  most 
valuable and desired content in many niche markets. 

Large mailers wifl face the same problems, to a somewhat lesser, but still important, 
degree. 

Mailers who use software that sends from their desktop computers and supports 
suppression (also called "exclude") lists will often find that their computers are unable to 
deal with the massive suppression files of popular merchants. 

Another group driven out of the industry, and more useful information lost to those 
who've requested it. 

The larger the merchant, the larger the suppression file. The larger the suppression file, 
the greater the processing requirements for the sending system. 

Thus, we have the same problem from a different angle: The more popular a merchant is, 
the rnore people will be unable or unwilltng to promote their products or services, due to 
technical constraints. 

A separate technical issue is the problem of legitimate requests for suppression being lost 
before reaching the merchant. 

Lost ernail is becoming more and more common these days. The biggest cause of this 
problem is the congestion of the mail system caused by spam and the filters designed to 
stop it. 



It is not difficult at all to envision a scenario in which someone actually requests to be 
added to a suppression fist, their mait is truly lost before reaching the merchant, and a 
merchant who is making every possible effort to comply is hit with the expense of a suit. 

This problem isn't entirely confined to people whose requests were lost. Many people use 
multiple email addresses that  forward to one central mailbox. If they forget which 
address they used to subscribe to a specific publication and send their request from a 
different address, they can clontlnue to receive the suppressed content even if the 
merchant has received and properly handled their request. 

If they assume it's simply a matter of refusal on the merchant's part, the same situation 
can occur: Suit without actual cause. 

For small- to medium-sized merchants, one such suit can be enough to severely damage 
them or put them out of buslness. The fear of such potential suits has already led some 
to stop publishing, even prior to issuance of guidelines on the matter by t he  Commission. 

6. The administration of such lists imposes a number of significant expenses 
and problems for the merchant aside from that of unnecessarily Iost market 
share, the potential for suits brought on erroneous bases, and technical 
chalienges. 

The largest is the problem of avoiding rnlsuse of the suppression file. 

Ail it would take to swamp a merchant would be far a competitor, someone with a 
personal grudge, or just some teenaged prankster who thinks the net should be entirely 
uncommercial to  sign up, get their suppression file, and spam those people with ads for 
that merchant's wares. 

A public relations and customer service issue of Biblical proportions. 

Then there's the lure that all those addresses will present to spammers with no desire to 
harm the merchant. They sign up for the merchant's affiliate program, download the 
suppression file under guise of using it as it's intended, and slam the people who're on it 
wi th  as much mail as they can send. 

Many people use what are calM "tagged addresses." These are addresses which are 
given to only one sender. I f  they get mail to those addresses from anotber sender, they 
assume the first sender gave it out knowingly. 

In a case where a spamrner gets hold of a suppression list with tagged addresses on It, 
the original sender to whom they were given can count on significant undeserved 
backlash. 

Contractual enforcement against such use could be problematic: Person A signs up as the 
affiliate and gives the list to Person €3 who spams it. 

There are potential tedtnical solutions to thls, but they just add another layer of expense 
and complexity without actually solving the problem. 

A smaller problem is the matter of the infwmation about one's business that is relayed to 
merchants in the transmission of unsubscribe requests. Someone who understands the 
business can kam (or misinterpret) a lot about someone's buslness model from this 
information, and could conceivably misuse that in ways harmful to  the publisher. 



7. There are legal and privacy issues facing publishers who are required to give 
out the addresses of people who unsubscribe. 

When discussing a properly run list, meaning one that requires affirmative consent and 
has a working unsubscribe system, the subscriber is in complete control. They can stop 
any or all mail from any or all such lists at any time. 

The problems that the Act is intended to ameliorate do not stem from such publishers. 

Many of the best publishers have for years had a simple statement of their policy 
regarding sharing of subscriber addresses: "We won't. Under any circumstances." 

Is it within the intent of the Act that people who have asstgned a right to another (use of 
their ernail address for delivery of specific content, with the promise that such use would 
be reserved to the hdder(s) of that permission) should be required to be subjected to the 
potential harm described above despite the conditions of that assignment? 

I n  layman's terms, does the Act make it right for consumers to be potentially abused by 
forcing publishers to violate their agreements with their subscribers? 

Conversely, should consumers be refused the right to receive content from someone they 
want to get it from because they unsubscribed from someone eke's list? 

Summary: There are other factors that suggest that the mandatary use of suppression 
lists is bad for consumers, publishers and merchants. The ones listed above are the most 
serious, They should serve to demonstrate to the Commission that suppression lists are 
not an effective way to solve any of the problems the Act is intended to address. 

In  fact, there is significant potential fior their use to make those problems worse. 

Because of these concerns, we urge the Commission to exempt lists which 
operate using the principle of affirmative consent from any possible regulations 
requiring the use of suppression lists. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Paul Myers 
Publisher, TakBiz, Inc 




